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Abstract
We present a deep learning based method for low-light image enhancement. This
problem is challenging due to the difficulty in handling various factors simultaneously
including brightness, contrast, artifacts and noise. To address this task, we propose the
multi-branch low-light enhancement network (MBLLEN). The key idea is to extract rich
features up to different levels, so that we can apply enhancement via multiple subnets
and finally produce the output image via multi-branch fusion. In this manner, image
quality is improved from different aspects. Through extensive experiments, our proposed
MBLLEN is found to outperform the state-of-art techniques by a large margin. We additionally show that our method can be directly extended to handle low-light videos.
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Introduction

Images and videos carry rich and detailed information of the real scenes. By capturing and
processing the image and video data, intelligent systems can be developed for various tasks
such as object detection, classification, segmentation, recognition, scene understanding and
3D reconstruction, and then used in many real applications, e.g., automated driving, video
surveillance and virtual/augmented reality.
However, real systems rely heavily on the quality of the input images/videos. In particular, they may perform well with high quality input data but perform badly otherwise. One
typical case is to use the images captured in the poorly illuminated environment. When a
camera cannot receive sufficient light during a capture, there will be information loss in the
dark region and unexpected noise, as shown in Figure 1. Using such low quality images due
to low light will certainly reduce the performance of most vision-based algorithms, and thus,
c 2018. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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(a) Input

(e) Ying [43]

(b) Dong [9]

(f) BIMEF [41]

(c) NPE [37]

(g) Ours (MBLLEN)

(d) LIME [14]

(h) Ground Truth

Figure 1: The proposed MBLLEN can produce high quality images from low-light inputs. It
also performs well in suppressing the noise and aritifacts in dark regions.

it is highly demanded by real applications to enhance the quality of the low-light images
without requiring additional and expensive hardware.
Various researches have been done in the literature for low-light image enhancement.
They typically focus on restoring the image brightness and contrast, and suppressing the
unexpected visual effects like color distortion. Existing methods can be roughly divided into
two categories, namely, the histogram equalization-based methods, and the Retinex theorybased methods. Algorithms in the former category optimize the pixel brightness based on the
idea of histogram equalization, while methods in the latter category recover the illumination
map of the scene and enhance different image regions accordingly.
Although remarkable progress has been made, there is still a lot room to improve. For
instance, existing methods tend to rely on certain assumptions about the pixel statistics or
visual mechanism, which, however, may not be applicable for certain real scenarios. Second,
besides brightness/contrast optimization, other factors such as artifacts in the dark region and
image noise due to low-light capture should be handled more carefully. Finally, developing
effective techniques for low-light video enhancement requires additional efforts.
In this paper, we propose a novel method for low-light image enhancement by taking
the success of the latest deep learning technology. At the core of our method is the proposed
fully convolutional neural network, namely the multi-branch low-light enhancement network
(MBLLEN). The MBLLEN consists of three types of modules, i.e., the feature extraction
module (FEM), the enhancement module (EM) and the fusion module (FM). The idea is to
learn to 1) extract rich features up to different levels via FEM, 2) enhance the multi-level
features respectively via EM and 3) obtain the final output by multi-branch fusion via FM.
In this manner, the MBLLEN is able to improve the image quality from different aspects and
accomplish the low-light enhancement task to its full extent.
Overall, our contributions are threefold. 1) We propose a novel method for low-light
image enhancement based on the deep neural networks. It improves both the objective and
subjective image quality. 2) Our method also works well in terms of suppressing image noise
and artifacts in the low light regions. 3) Our method can be directly extended to process low
light videos by using the temporal information. These properties make our method superior
to existing methods, and both quantitative and qualitative evaluations demonstrate that our
method outperforms the state-of-the-arts by a large margin.
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Related Work

This section briefly overviews existing techniques for low-light image/video enhancement.
Low-light image enhancement. Methods for low-light image enhancement can be
mainly divided into two categories. The first category is built upon the well-known histogram equalization (HE) technique and also uses additional priors and constraints. In particular, BPDHE [15] tries to preserve image brightness dynamically; Arici et al. [2] propose to
analyze and penalize the unnatural visual effects for better visual quality; DHECI [29] introduces and uses the differential gray-level histogram; CVC [5] uses the interpixel contextual
information; LDR [26] focuses on the layered difference representation of 2D histogram to
try to enlarge the gray-level differences between adjacent pixels.
The other category is based on the Retinex theory [22], which assumes that an image is
composed of reflection and illumination. Typical methods, e.g., MSR [17] and SSR [18],
try to recover and use the illumination map for low-light image enhancement. Recently,
AMSR [24] proposes a weighting strategy based on SSR. NPE [37] balances the enhancement level and image naturalness to avoid over-enhancement. MF [11] processes the illumination map in a multi-scale fashion to improve the local contrast and maintain naturalness. SRIE [12] develops a weighted vibrational model for illumination map estimation.
LIME [14] considers both the illumination map estimation and denoising. BIMEF [41, 42]
proposes a dual-exposure fusion algorithm and Ying et al. [43] use the camera response
model for further enhancement. In general, conventional low-light enhancement methods
rely on certain statistical models and assumptions, which only partially explain the real world
scenes.
Deep learning-based methods. Recently, deep learning has achieved great success in
the field of low-level image processing. Powerful tools such as end-to-end networks and
GANs [13] have been employed by various applications, including image super resolution [4, 23], image denoising [31, 44] and image-to-image translation [16, 45]. There
are also methods proposed for low-light image enhancement. LLNet [28] uses the deep
autoencoder for low-light image denoising. However, it does not take advantage of recent
developments in deep learning. Other CNN-based methods like LLCNN [35] and [34] do
not handle brightness/contrast enhancement and image denoising simultaneously.
Low-light video enhancement. There are few researches for low-light video enhancement. Some of them [27, 36] also follow the Retinex theory, while others use the gamma
correction technique [19] or the similar framework for image de-haze [9, 30]. In order to
suppress artifacts, similar patches from adjacent frames can be used [21]. Although these
methods have achieved certain progress in low-light video enhancement, they still share
some limitations, e.g., temporal information has not been well utilized to avoid flickering.

3

Methodology

The proposed method is introduced in this section with all the necessary details. Due to the
complexity of the image content, it is often difficult for a simple network to achieve high
quality image enhancement. Therefore, we design the MBLLEN in a multi-branch fashion.
It decomposes the image enhancement problem into sub-problems related to different feature
levels, which can be solved respectively to produce the final output via multi-branch fusion.
The input to the MBLLEN is a low-light color image and the output is an enhanced clean
image of the same size. The overall network architecture and the data process flow is shown
in Figure 2. The three modules, namely, FEM, EM and FM, are described later in detail.
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Figure 2: The proposed network with feature extraction module (FEM), enhancement module (EM) and fusion module (FM). The output image is produced via feature fusion.

3.1

Network Architecture

As shown in Figure 2, the proposed MBLLEN consists of three types of modules: the feature
extraction module (FEM), the enhancement module (EM) and the fusion module (FM).
FEM. It is a single stream network with 10 convolutional layers, each of which uses
kernels of size 3 × 3, stride of 1 and ReLU nonlinearity, and there is no pooling operation.
The input to the first layer is the low-light color image. The output of each layer is both the
input to the next layer and also the input to the corresponding subnet of EM.
EM. It contains multiple sub-nets, whose number equals to the number of layers in FEM.
The input to a sub-net is the output of a certain layer in FEM, and the output is a color image
with the same size of the original low-light image. Each sub-net has a symmetric structure to
first apply convolutions and then deconvolutions. The first convolutional layer uses 8 kernels
of size 3 × 3, stride 1 and ReLU nonlinearity. Then, there are three convolutional layers and
three deconvolutional layers, using kernel size 5 × 5, stride 1 and ReLU nonlinearity, with
kernel numbers of 16, 16, 16, 16, 8 and 3 respectively. Note that all the sub-nets are trained
simultaneously but individually without sharing any learnt parameters.
FM. It accepts the outputs of all EM sub-nets to produce the finally enhanced image.
We concatenate all the outputs from EM in the color channel dimension and use a 1 × 1
convolution kernel to merge them. This equals to the weighted sum with learnable weights.
Network for video. Our method can handle video enhancement after simple modification. 1) Let FEM perform 3D convolution instead of 2D convolution with 16 kernels of size
3 × 3 × 3. The input of the first layer is the low-light color video which has 31 frames. The
first three dimensions of the output from each layer are sent to EM, and the rest dimensions
are used as the input to the next convolution. 2) EM is modified to perform 3D convolutions.
3) FM uses original low-light video as additional input for fusion.

3.2

Loss Function

In order to improve the image quality both qualitatively and quantitatively, using common
error metrics such as MSE and MAE is shown to be insufficient. Therefore, we propose a
novel loss function by further considering the structure information, context information and
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Figure 3: Data flow for training. The proposed loss function consists of three parts.
regional difference of the image, as shown in Figure 3. It is computed as:
Loss = LStr + LV GG/i, j + LRegion ,

(1)

where details of the structure loss, context loss and region loss are given below.
Structure loss. This loss is designed to improve the visual quality of the output image. In particular, low-light capture usually causes structure distortion such as blur effect
and artifacts, which is visually salient but cannot be well handled by MAE. Therefore, we
introduce the structure loss to measure the difference between the enhanced image and the
ground truth, so that to guide the learning process. In particular, we use the well-known
image quality assessment algorithms SSIM [39] and MS-SSIM [38] to build our structure
loss. A similar strategy has also been adopted in a recent method LLCNN [35].
We use a simplified form of SSIM computed for a pixel p by
LSSIM = −

1
N

2σxy +C2
2µx µy +C1
· 2
,
2
2 + µ 2 +C
µ
σ
1
y
x + σy +C2
p∈img x

∑

(2)

where µx and µy are pixel value averages, σx2 and σy2 are variances, σxy is covariance, and C1
and C2 are constants to prevent the denominator to zero. Due to the page limit, the definition
of MS-SSIM can be checked in [38]. The value ranges of SSIM and MS-SSIM are (−1, 1]
and [0, 1], respectively. The final structure loss is defined as LStr = LSSIM + LMS−SSIM .
Context loss. Metrics such as MSE and SSIM only focus on low-level information in
the image, while it is also necessary to use some kind of higher-level information to improve
the visual quality. Therefore, we refer to the idea in SRGAN [23] and use similar strategies
to guide the training of the network. The basic idea is to employ a content extractor. Then,
if the enhanced image and the ground truth are similar, their corresponding outputs from the
content extractor should also be similar.
A suitable content extractor can be a neural network trained on a large dataset. Because
the VGG network [33] is shown to be well-structured and well-behaved, we choose the VGG
network as the content extractor in our method. In particular, we define the context loss based
on the output of the ReLU activation layers of the pre-trained VGG-19 network. To measure
the difference between the representations of the enhanced image and the ground truth, we
compute their sum of absolute differences. Finally, the context loss is defined as follows:
W

LV GG/i, j =

H

C

i, j i, j i, j
1
∑ ∑ ∑ kφi, j (E)x,y,z − φi, j (G)x,y,z k
Wi, j Hi, jCi, j x=1
y=1 z=1

(3)

where E and G are the enhanced image and ground truth, and Wi, j , Hi, j and Ci, j describe the
dimensions of the respective feature maps within the VGG network. Besides, φi, j indicates
the feature map obtained by j-th convolution layer in i-th block in the VGG-19 Network.
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Region loss. The above loss functions take the image as a whole. However, for our
low-light enhancement task, we need to pay more attention to those low-light regions. As
a result, we propose the region loss, which balances the degree of enhancement between
low-light and other regions in the image.
In order to do so, we first propose a simple strategy to separate low-light regions from
other parts of the image. By conducting preliminary experiments, we find that choosing the
top 40% darkest pixels among all pixels gives a good approximation of the low-light regions.
One can also propose more complex ways for dark region selection and in fact there are many
in the literature. Finally, the region loss is defined as follows:
LRegion = wL ·

1
mL nL

nL mL

1

nH mH

∑ ∑ (kEL (i, j) − GL (i, j)k) + wH · mH nH ∑ ∑ (kEH (i, j) − GH (i, j)k),

i=1 j=1

(4)

i=1 j=1

where EL and GL are the low-light regions of the enhanced image and ground truth, and EH
and GH are the rest parts of the images. In our case, we suggest wL = 4 and wH = 1.

3.3

Implementation Details

Our implementation is done with Keras [7] and Tensorflow [1]. The proposed MBLLEN can
be quickly converged after being trained for 5000 mini-batches on a Titan-X GPU with a set
of 16925 images from the PASCAL VOC dataset [10]. We use mini-batches of 24 patches
of size 256 × 256 × 3. The input image values should be scaled to [0, 1].
In terms of designing the context loss, we test each convolutional layer of VGG-19.
From the fourth convolution block, the enhancement effect decreases slightly. On the other
hand, with deeper layers, the feature map size decreases, which increases the computational
efficiency. As a trade-off, we use the output of the fourth convolutional layer of the third
block of VGG as the context loss extraction layer.
In the experiment, training is done using the ADAM optimizer [20] with a learning rate
of α = 0.002, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and ε = 10−8 . We also use the learning rate decay
strategy, which reduces the learning rate to 95% before the next epoch.

4

Experimental Evaluation

The proposed method is evaluated and compared with existing methods through extensive
experiments. For comparison, we use the published codes of the existing methods.
Overall, we have done four major sets of experiments as follows. 1) We compare our
method with a number of existing methods including those latest and most representative
ones on the task of low-light image enhancement. 2) We show another set of comparisons
on the task of low-light image enhancement in the presence of Poisson noise. 3) We show
experimental results using real-world low-light images. 4) We conduct further experiments
on low-light video enhancement.

4.1

Dataset and Metrics

Capturing real-world low-light images with ground truth is difficult. Therefore, following
the previous research [28], we produce a large set of low-light images via synthesis based on
the PASCAL VOC images dataset [10] for this research.
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Low-light image synthesis. Low-light images differ from common images due to two
most salient features: low brightness and the presence of noise. For the former feature, we
apply a random gamma adjustment to each channel of the common images to produce the
γ
low-light images, which is similar to [28]. This process can be expressed as Iout = A × Iin ,
where A is a constant determined by the maximum pixel intensity in the image and γ obeys
a uniform distribution U(2, 3.5). As for the noise, although many previous methods ignore
it, we still take it into account. In particular, we add Poisson noise with peak value = 200 to
the low-light image. Finally, we select 16925 images in the VOC dataset to synthesize the
training set, 56 images for the validation set, and 144 images for the test set.
Low-light video synthesis. We chose e-Lab Video Data Set (e-VDS) [8] to synthesize
low-light videos. We cut the original videos into video clips (31 × 255 × 255 × 3) to build a
dataset of around 20000 samples, 95% of which form the training set and the rest for test.
Performance metrics. To evaluate the performance of different methods from different aspects and in a more fair way, we use a variety of different metrics, including PSNR,
SSIM [39], Average Brightness(AB) [6], Visual Information Fidelity(VIF) [32], Lightness
order error(LOE) as suggested in [41] and TMQI [40]. Note that in the tables below, red,
green and blue colors indicate the best, sub-optimal and third best results, respectively.

4.2

Low-light Image without Additional Noise

We conduct experiments using the synthetic dataset. Results are compared between our
method and other 10 latest methods, as shown in Table 1. Our method outperforms all the
other methods in all cases and is far ahead of the second (green) and third best (blue).

Input
SRIE [12]
BPDHE [15]
LIME [14]
MF [11]
Dong [9]
NPE [37]
DHECI [29]
WAHE [2]
Ying [43]
BIMEF [41]
Ours

PSNR
12.80
15.84
15.01
15.16
18.48
17.80
17.65
18.18
17.64
19.66
19.80
26.56

SSIM [39]
0.43
0.59
0.59
0.60
0.67
0.64
0.68
0.68
0.67
0.73
0.74
0.89

VIF [32]
0.38
0.43
0.39
0.44
0.45
0.37
0.43
0.43
0.48
0.47
0.48
0.55

LOE
606.85
788.53
607.43
1215.58
882.24
1398.35
1051.15
606.98
648.29
892.56
675.15
478.02

TMQI [40]
0.79
0.82
0.81
0.82
0.84
0.82
0.84
0.87
0.84
0.86
0.85
0.91

AB [6]
-54.62
-37.02
-37.38
10.90
-23.24
-16.43
-25.28
-1.21
-30.28
2.57
-20.22
-0.96

Table 1: Comparison of low-light image (without additional noise) enhancement.
Representative results are visually shown in Figure 4. By checking the details, it is clear
that our method achieves better visual effects, including good brightness/contrast and less
artifacts. It is highly encouraged to zoom in to compare the details.
In order to emphasize our advantage in detail recovery besides the brightness recovery,
we scale the image brightness of all methods according to the ground truth so that they have
the exactly correct maximum and minimum values. Then, we compare the results in Table 2.
Due to space limit, we only select those best methods from Table 1. The results show that
our method still outperforms all other methods by a large margin.
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Input

MF [11]

LIME [14]

Ying [43]

BIMEF [41]

Ours

Ground Truth

Figure 4: Comparison of low-light(no additional noise) images.

WAHE [2]
MF [11]
DHECI [29]
Ying [43]
BIMEF [41]
Ours

PSNR
17.43
18.64
18.34
19.93
16.75
26.65

SSIM [39]
0.65
0.67
0.68
0.73
0.71
0.89

VIF [32]
0.48
0.45
0.43
0.47
0.46
0.55

LOE
648.30
882.23
607.01
892.53
674.53
477.95

TMQI [40]
0.84
0.84
0.87
0.86
0.83
0.90

AB [6]
-30.70
-22.74
-2.09
2.22
-34.44
-1.30

Table 2: Comparison of different methods after brightness scale according to ground truth.
Input

MF [11]

LIME [14]

Ying [43]

BIMEF [41]

Ours

Ground Truth

Figure 5: Enhancement comparison of low-light(with additional Poisson noise) images.
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4.3

Low-light Image with Additional Poisson Noise

We test our method on low-light images with additional Poisson noise. For comparison, we
choose the best comparison methods from Table 1, and use them along with the IVST [3]
denoising method to produce the final comparison results. A variety of quality metrics are
used for evaluation in the cases of original output (left number) and scaled output (right
number) as in the last experiments, as shown in Table 3.

WAHE [2]
MF [11]
DHECI [29]
Ying [43]
BIMEF [41]
Ours

PSNR
17.91/17.37
19.37/19.66
18.03/18.71
18.61/19.69
20.27/17.56
25.97/26.39

SSIM [39]
0.62/0.59
0.67/0.67
0.67/0.68
0.70/0.71
0.73/0.70
0.87/0.87

VIF [32]
0.40/0.40
0.39/0.38
0.36/0.36
0.40/0.39
0.41/0.39
0.49/0.49

LOE
771.34/771.33
896.67/896.46
687.60/687.61
928.13/927.83
725.72/725.61
573.14/573.14

TMQI [40]
0.83/0.82
0.84/0.84
0.86/0.86
0.86/0.86
0.85/0.83
0.90/0.89

AB [6]
-26.41/-30.04
-13.77/-16.88
3.75/ 0.16
10.99/ 6.99
-11.58/-31.13
1.45/ -1.57

Table 3: Comparison on low-light (with additional Poisson noise) images enhancement. As
described earlier, the numbers on the right indicate the brightness-scaled results.
In Table 3, our method almost achieves all the best results under all quality metrics. The
only case it ranks second is on the brightness-scaled result under the AB metrics. However,
note that for brightness-scaling, we need to provide all the methods with the ground truth
brightness, and such results are just for reference but not for a fair comparison. Visual
demonstration is given in Figure 5.

4.4

Real-world Image

Besides the above synthetic dataset, our method also performs well on the natural low-light
images and outperforms existing ones. Due to page limit, comparison on one representative
example is shown in figure 6, along with additional low-light image enhancement results by
our method. More results and comparisons, including those for previous sections, are included in the supplementary files, which fully demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
Input

Dong [9] AMSR [25] NPE [37]

LIME [14] Ying [43] BIMEF [41]

Ours

Figure 6: Some real-world results. Image in the first row is captured in a railway station.
The rest images are from the Vassilios Vonikakis dataset downloaded from the Internet.
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Low-light Video

Existing methods typically process videos in a frame-by-frame manner. On the other hand,
our modified method can process low light videos more efficiently via 3D convolution.

PSNR
SSIM [39]
AB(Var) [6]

LIME [14]
14.26
0.59
0.015

Ying [43]
22.36
0.78
0.025

BIMEF [41]
19.80
0.76
0.044

MBLLEN
19.71
0.88
0.010

MBLLVEN
24.98
0.83
0.006

Table 4: Quantitative evaluation on low-light video enhancements.
Comparison of our MBLLEN, its video version (MBLLVEN) and three other methods
are shown in Table 4. We also introduce the AB(var) metric to measure the difference of the
average brightness variance between the enhanced video and the ground truth. This metric
reflects whether the video has unexpected brightness changes or flickers, and the proposed
MBLLVEN achieves the best performance in preserving the inter-frame consistency. The
enhanced videos are provided in the supplementary files for intuitive comparison.

5

Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel CNN-based method for low-light enhancement. Existing methods usually rely on certain assumptions and often ignore additional factors such as image
noise. To solve those challenges, we aim at training a powerful and flexible network to address this task more effectively. Our network consists of three modules, namely the FEM,
EM and FM. It is designed to be able to extract rich features from different layers in FEM,
and enhance them via different sub-nets in EM. By fusing the multi-branch outputs via FM,
it produces high quality results and outperforms the state-of-the-arts by a large margin. The
network can also be modified to handle low-light videos effectively.
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